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Abstract: In the development process for a fractured-porous gas reservoir with developed fracture
and active water, edge water or bottom water easily bursts rapidly along the fracture to the production
well, and the reservoir matrix will absorb water, reducing the gas percolation channel and increasing
the gas phase percolation resistance of the reservoir matrix, therefor reducing the stable production
capacity and recovery efficiency of the gas reservoir. For this reason, this paper investigates physical
simulation experimental technology and mechanisms as reported by both domestic and foreign
scholars regarding water invasion in fractured-porous gas reservoirs. In this paper, it is considered
that the future trend and focus of water invasion experiments will be to establish a more realistic
three-dimensional physical model on the basis of fine geological description, combined with gas
reservoir well pattern deployment and production characteristics, and to fully consider the difference
between horizontal and vertical water invasion along the reservoir side; at the same time, dynamic
parameters such as model pressure field and water saturation field can be obtained in real time.
Based on this understanding of the water invasion mechanism of fractured-porous gas reservoirs, we
propose the next research direction and the development countermeasures such as water controls,
drainage, and dissolved water seals and water locks to combat water invasion in reservoirs, along
with the injection of gas to replenish formation energy, etc., so as to slow down and control the
influence of water invasion.

Keywords: fractured-porous gas reservoir; water invasion mechanism; experimental technique;
enhanced gas recovery; development countermeasures

1. Introduction

China’s annual natural gas output has exceeded 100 million tons of oil equivalent, and
natural gas consumption has grown at an average annual rate of 12% in the past decade,
playing a significant role in the country’s transition to low-carbon energy [1–10]. Proven
reserves of aqueous gas reservoirs account for more than 50% of conventional natural gas
in China, which is the core area of natural gas development to increase production [11].
The significant reduction of gas recovery caused by non-uniform water invasion is a key
problem in the development of gas reservoirs with water. The global development of typical
gas reservoirs shows that non-uniform water invasion results in productivity reduction as
high as 60–80% for gas wells, and the recovery of water invaded gas reservoirs is generally
less than 50%, while that of fractured water invaded gas reservoirs is only 20–45% [12–19].
Therefore, the development of water-control to improve recovery of gas reservoirs is an
important and difficult global issue.

Oil and gas reservoirs consist of a typical porous medium, which generally devel-
ops various forms of storage and permeability space, such as pores, fractures and karst
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caves, and the storage and permeability spaces of different reservoirs vary [20]. In order
to identify the main channel types of complex porous media in oil and gas reservoirs,
Li et al. [20,21] defined the “main channel index” by using the ratio of comprehensive
permeability obtained by well test interpretation to matrix permeability obtained by core
test (or well logging interpretation), and realized the quantitative division of flow channel
types. For porous reservoirs, the index is less than 3, and matrix pores are the main flow
channel. For fractured-porous reservoirs, the index ranges from 3 to 20, and the flow
channels are dominated by fractures and supplemented by matrix pores. For fractured
reservoirs, the index is greater than 20, and visible fractures are the only seepage channels.
The reservoir rocks of fractured-porous gas reservoirs with water (edge water or bottom
water) are generally carbonate rocks and sandstone, its heterogeneity is severe, the main
reservoir space is the pore in the matrix, and the main seepage channel is the fracture [22].
In the development process of fractured-porous gas reservoirs with well-developed frac-
tures and active water, edge water or bottom water is easy to burst rapidly along the
fracture channel into the production well; at the same time, the reservoir matrix will absorb
water, and after thus the gas phase seepage channel will be reduced, increasing the gas
phase seepage resistance of the reservoir matrix, reducing the stable production capacity
of the gas reservoir and the final recovery degree [23,24]. Therefore, understanding the
mechanism, realizing risk warnings, and optimizing development technology for water
invaded gas reservoirs are essential to improve recovery, and indoor experiments are
an important means of solving these problems. Therefore, it is necessary to summarize
the current physical simulation experimental technology, mechanisms, and development
technology regarding water invasion, thereby presenting the next direction for research.
For this reason, this paper investigates the experimental research methods and results of
domestic and foreign scholars on water invasion mechanisms in fractured-porous gas reser-
voirs, and summarizes future research directions, as well as putting forward development
countermeasures to improve gas recovery of water invaded gas reservoirs, which is of
significance for further study.

2. Physical Simulation Experimental Technology of Water Invasion in Gas Reservoirs
2.1. Microscopic Visualized Physical Simulation Experimental Technology

In recent years, in view of the problem that the research on underground seepage has
been mainly focused on the macro point of view, scholars at home and abroad have paid
more and more attention to the micro-seepage mechanism in the process of water invasion,
and have carried out a large number of physical simulation studies on the mechanism of
water invasion in gas reservoirs, to observe the seepage characteristics in the process of gas-
water mutual flooding through visualization, so as to reveal the water invasion mechanism,
which lays an important theoretical foundation for improving recovery. In the physical
simulation experiment of gas–water mutual flooding using microscopic visualization to
reveal the water invasion mechanism, the most important part is the authenticity of the
model, i.e., the model can truly reflect the pore throat structure, formation temperature
and pressure of rock. Foreign studies in this field began as early as the 1970s, when
Davis [25], Mast [26], Wardlaw [27], Morrow [28,29] et al. applied preservatives in the
non-test area of glass plate, and then soaked the glass plate in hydrofluoric acid solution
for corrosion, thus obtaining an artificial model similar to the pore system of rock in the test
area of the glass plate. The earliest model in China appeared in 1984, when Guo et al. [30]
developed a microscopic network physical model and a model regeneration technique,
and preliminarily studied the fluid distribution and flow state in the microscopic model of
different wettability strata by means of a microwave device and optical microphotography
for continuous measuring of the ratio of multiphase fluid in a capillary (inner diameter
0.07 mm) developed by Lanzhou Division of Fluid Flow Mechanics Research. This capillary
network model is single-layer, transparent, and its wettability is controllable and stable. At
the same time, a model can be reused many times to keep its various parameters unchanged,
which ensures the accuracy and comparison value of the experiment. Qu et al. [31] first
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used foreign methods for reference, using paraffin as preservative and hydrofluoric acid
to corrode glass in order to make a transparent pore model, and used this model for gas
flooding experiments. Via this experiment, he considered that the uneven distribution of
throat size was the root cause of the formation of residual water.

With the development of laser technology, Yu [32], Wu [33], Zhou [34], Li [35] and
Fan [24] et al. obtained the pore structure of rock by casting thin slices, and advanced laser
etching technology was used to etch the real pore structure of rock on optical glass plate to
make a transparent microscopic gas-water two-phase percolation experimental model for
the camera. Due to the application and development of micro-nano CT imaging technology
in the characterization of microscopic pore-throat structure of rocks, scholars [36–44] further
directly scanned rock samples through CT to obtain more real images, and extracted the
morphology of cracks and holes, then obtaining physical models through laser etching
glass. Figure 1 shows the process of building a visual model.
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Figure 1. Visualization model based on CT scan results: (a) CT image of fractured reservoir; (b) CT image extraction model;
(c) Visualized physical model of fractured reservoir [37].

Physical models mainly concentrated in the porous or fractured gas reservoir, while
the more complex hole and fractured-cavern gas reservoirs are relatively less studied,
Fang [45], Ye [46] et al. have made corresponding plate visual physical models according
to the main reservoir space characteristics of different types of gas reservoir. The model
adopts a “sandwich” structure, the upper and lower layers are glass, and the middle cavity
is filled with sand. As shown in Table 1, by simulating the depleted development of edge
and bottom water gas reservoirs, the flow path, laws of movement for the water, and
gas-water distribution in porous type, fractured type, hole type and fractured-cavern type
gas reservoirs are studied in the process of development; therefore, the water invasion
rules of different types of gas reservoir are characterized intuitively.

Microfluidic technology is a technology used to study the interaction between fluids
at micro- and nano-scales. In oil and gas field development experiments, it is mainly used
to study the seepage law of multiphase fluids in microscopic pore-throat structures. The
microfluidic chip has good light transmission performance, which makes it easy to be used
in seepage visualization experiments [47,48]. Lyu et al. [49] used 3D printing technology to
produce a pore-throat microfluidic chip with height × length × width = 0.2 cm × 0.8 cm ×
0.6 cm. As shown in Figure 2, gas–water mutual flooding was carried out under different
displacement velocities, so as to observe and record the distribution of gas and water in
the pores during displacement.
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Table 1. Simulation of water invasion law in fractured-cavern gas reservoir [45].

Model Type Water Invasion Characteristics Water-Free
Recovery Factor/%

Final Recovery
Degree/%

I: Isolated fractured-cavern
type bottom water gas

reservoir
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The above model is based on the real core, which is limited by the acquisition of the
real core pore network structure and the reproduction of the pore throat structure, so it is
difficult to completely copy the real core pore network structure. Kong [50] and Li [51]
directly sliced the core to obtain a sandstone microscopic model, 3 cm in length, 2 cm in
width and 0.062 cm in thickness. Methyl blue is added to the simulated formation water
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to show blue, and oil red is added to the mixed oil to show red. As a result, the water
flooding experiment is carried out, and the image of the displacement process is collected
by stereoscopic microscope. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) detection technology is a
non-destructive core detection technology, which reflects the distribution of fluid in rock
pores by detecting the signal of the hydrogen atomic nucleus. At present, the most widely
used is T2 spectrum and NMR imaging. Nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can
obtain cross-sectional and three-dimensional images of rock samples, which can be used
for water intrusion visualization [52–58].

As shown in Table 2, all the above microscopic visualization experimental methods
have realized the visualization of the gas-water seepage process, and the characteristics of
actual core pores, throat and fractures have been reproduced through an artificial trans-
parency model, so as to explore the formation mechanism of closed gas in the process
of water invasion. However, many scholars [59–61] have confirmed that the rock pore
structure under high temperature and high pressure is different from that under conven-
tional conditions, and the water–gas viscosity ratio is smaller under high temperature and
high pressure, making it more difficult for water to drive gas. Therefore, there may be
some deviation in the understanding obtained by such models. At present, except that
the physical model of MRI is the core plug, the physical models of other methods are thin
chips, which cannot withstand high pressure. However, MRI cannot obtain the formation
of water lock in the pore throat of rock during the water drive gas process; at the same
time, its temperature and pressure need to be improved to simulate real gas reservoirs.
Therefore, when the research purpose is to obtain the macroscopic gas–water distribution
images in the process of water invasion, a MRI method can be adopted, while when the
research purpose is to observe the water locking in the pore-throat during the process of
water invasion, other methods mentioned above can be adopted.

Table 2. Comparison of experimental models and methods for microscopic visual physical simulation.

Experimental Model Research Scholar Experimental Method Experiment Condition Characteristic

Etched glass model
Davis [25], Mast [26],

Wardlaw [27], Morrow
[28,29], Qu [31] et al.

Etch glass with
hydrofluoric acid→

Experiment under wide
field projector

Normal pressure and
temperature

It can be observed directly
and is easy to make

Physical regeneration
model of capillary

networks
Guo [30] et al.

Several perpendicular
capillary roots→

microscopic observation

Normal pressure and
temperature

Single layer, transparent,
visual, renewable,

wettability can be more
precise control, the earliest

seepage visualization in
China, size: 140

longitudinal and 140
transverse capillary

tubes each

Laser etching of glass
model

Yu [32], Wu [33], Zhou
[34], Fan [24], Li [35,37],

Shi [36],
Espinola-Gonzalea [38],
Al-Ghanim [39], Wang

[40], Zhao [41], Feng [42],
Nie [43], Liu [44] et al.

CT scan/casting section to
obtain core structure→

laser etched glass→
microscopic observation

Normal pressure and
temperature

It can truly reflect the pore
structure characteristics of

rock, and the gas and
water seepage can be

visualized, size: 62.5 mm
× 62.5 mm × 3.0 mm

Sanded glass model Fang [45], Ye [46] et al.

The upper and lower two
organic tempered glass,

sand filling in the middle
→ observation

0.5 MPa, Normal
temperature

Visualization, direct
observation, relatively

high pressure resistance,
relatively large model size

(100 mm × 100 mm ×
5.5 mm)

Micro-fluidic chip Guo [47], LYU [49] et al.
3D printed microfluidic

chip→microscopic
observation

Normal pressure and
temperature

Gas and water have clear
outline and strong

contrast, size: 2 mm ×
8 mm × 6 mm
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Table 2. Cont.

Experimental Model Research Scholar Experimental Method Experiment Condition Characteristic

True core chip Kong [50], Li [51] et al.

The core is divided into
three sections. Two

sections are used for
various characterizations
and one section is used to

prepare real core slices
with a thickness of

0.062 cm

Normal pressure and
temperature

Real core, real pore
structure, model size:
30 mm × 20 mm ×

0.62 mm

Core under magnetic
resonance imaging(MRI)

Farahani [52], Xu [53],
Fernø [54], Wei [55], Tang

[56], Deng [57],
Hu [58] et al.

Core plug→ test with
magnetic resonance

imaging

Normal pressure and
temperature

Real core, visualization of
gas-water distribution,
model size: diameter ×
length = 3.8 cm × 5 cm

2.2. Physical Simulation Experiment Technique of Macroscopic Water Invasion Law

For the effective development of edge and bottom water gas reservoirs, researchers
have carried out a large number of physical simulation experiments on the law of water
invasion, mainly using full-diameter cores to simulate the depletion development of edge
and bottom water gas reservoirs under different water body sizes and different gas recovery
rates, collecting pressure, flow rate and time measurements in the process of water invasion,
and describing the law of water invasion by calculating the amount of water and the degree
of recovery.

Table 3 shows the development of experimental model. Jiao [62], Fang [63], Liu [64,65] et al.
studied the law of water invasion in the depletion production process of a bottom water
gas reservoir by combining experimental and numerical simulation using a homogeneous
full-diameter long core. Hu [23] and Shen [66] et al., facing the difficult problem of under-
standing the water invasion law for fractured-porous gas reservoirs and the mechanism
affecting the recovery degree of gas reservoirs, made artificial fractures in the full-diameter
sandstone columnar core, and then carried out experiments of water invasion, matrix
absorption and its influence on the reservoir under the condition of penetrating horizontal
fractures. It is considered that, in the process of water invasion, the edge and bottom
water will burst rapidly along the fracture; at the same time, the reservoir matrix will
absorb water, and the gas phase seepage channel will be reduced, thus increasing the
gas phase percolation resistance of the reservoir matrix, reducing the stable production
capacity of the gas reservoir and the final recovery degree. This mechanism reveals the
main reason why the gas well production and final recovery degree decrease greatly after
water invasion in fractured gas reservoir. It is still a difficult problem for researchers how
to quantitatively fracture the core and test the permeability through indoor core exper-
iments, and how to quantitatively analyze the contribution of fractures to gas reservoir
permeability and gas well productivity. Hu [67], Xu [68] et al. adopted the method of
quantitative fracture making in artificial cores and comprehensively considered the fracture
scale (fracture height, fracture width and fracture penetration degree) to carry out the
experimental test of gas permeability of the fractured core model and, respectively, studied
the contribution to reservoir permeability under fracture penetration and non-penetration
conditions. On the basis of experimental tests, the three factors of fracture conductivity,
fracture communication ability and matrix gas supply capacity were comprehensively
considered, establishing the mathematical evaluation model of fracture contribution to
rock permeability and realizing the quantitative evaluation of fracture contribution to rock
permeability. As shown in Figure 3, according to the geological characteristics of Chi 27 to
Chi 39 well area in a carboniferous gas field in eastern Sichuan, a reservoir model composed
of matrix reservoir and fractured-porous reservoir is established by using quantitative
fracture-making technology.
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Table 3. Comparison of physical simulation experimental models and methods for macroscopic water invasion law.

Experimental Model Research Scholar Experimental Method Characteristic

Full diameter
columnar core

Jiao [62], Fang [63], Liu [64,65], Hu
[23,67], Shen [66], Xu [68] et al.

Pressure→ saturated gas→
water connection→ depletion

mining with certain
production

Artificial fracture making,
quartz filling, diameter ×

length = 10 cm×18 cm, one
dimension, maximum

pressure is 70 MPa

Multiple cores in series
and parallel

Wang [69], Zhu [70], Hu [71–74],
Fang [75–77], Xu [78] et al.

Pressure→ saturated gas→
water connection→ depletion

mining with certain
production

Quantitative fracture making,
single diameter × length 2.5

cm×50 cm, multi-point
pressure measurement,

two-dimensional, maximum
pressure is 70 MPa
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Most of the gas reservoirs are not single, but to study the condition of the multilayer,
for the study of interlayer interference during multi-layer co-production, along with the
gas supply characteristics and changes in productivity of s single gas reservoir, Wang [69],
Zhu [70], Hu [71–74] et al. combined the geological characteristics and production condi-
tions and established a dynamic physical model of gas supply for planar heterogeneous
reservoirs by splicing cores with different permeabilities. Cores with different physical
properties are connected in parallel and different simulation pressures are applied to simu-
late the formation of the multi-layer gas reservoir in order to establish a physical model
of multi-layer co-production. Fang et al. [75–77] selected several cores to carry out series
and parallel combination, and simulated the exploitation process of edge and bottom
water gas reservoirs, as well as water invasion and the development of heterogeneous
edge and bottom water gas reservoirs under different development modes. Xu et al. [78],
based on the geological and development examples of chi 39 well block in Longdiao gas
reservoir, produced three geological models of typical fractured water drive gas reservoirs
to carry out physical simulation experiments of water invasion and water control, and used
the dynamic production parameters, water invasion degree analysis, dynamic pressure
drop profile, water saturation and surplus reserves distribution, developing five different
methods to analyze and compare water invasion and development performance (Figure 4).
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With the development of experimental technology, model preparation and testing
methods have comprehensively improved. On the one hand, the physical model has de-
veloped from a one-dimensional conventional scale into a two-dimensional model, which
simulates more comprehensive geological and development conditions. On the other
hand, the application of pressure field dynamic monitoring, NMR and resistivity saturation
measurement technology makes the dynamic parameters obtained in the experiment more
abundant. The progress of experimental technology has laid a foundation for the develop-
ment of a comprehensive experimental analysis method for studying water invasion and
development in the gas reservoir. When the research purpose is to study pressure change
and water production in the process of water invasion of a single reservoir, full diameter
columnar cores can be adopted. However, since most reservoirs are heterogeneous, several
cores with different physical properties can be combined for experimental research. How to
more accurately simulate the structure and edge and bottom water distribution of the gas
reservoir, on the basis of the description of this more refined geological model, combined
with the deployment and production characteristics of the well pattern of the gas reservoir,
in order to establish a more realistic three-dimensional physical model, fully considering
the difference between horizontal and vertical water invasion, and obtaining real-time
acquisition of dynamic parameters such as model pressure field and water saturation field,
will be the focus of the next step.

3. Water Invasion Mechanism of Fractured-Porous Gas Reservoir

On the basis of the development of this water invasion physical simulation experimen-
tal technology, the understanding of water invasion mechanisms of fractured-porous gas
reservoirs has been continuously improved and deepened, and the research achievements
of various scholars can be synthesized: due to the hydrophilicity and low seepage resis-
tance of fractures, under a certain pressure difference water breaks through rapidly along
the larger fractures, resulting in gas in the rock being separated by fractures into several
units and forming a water seal. After water invasion of a relatively highly permeable large
fracture, under the action of capillary force [79,80] the water in the large fracture infiltrates
into the matrix sealed by it. In the process of infiltration, in the narrow deformation of the
pore throat and because of the Jamin effect, the continuous flow of gas will be blocked and
some of the gas will be locked. At the same time, due to the hydrophilicity of the rock, the
water flows along the pore throat surface, and when the water film continues to thicken
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and gather, part of the gas is locked, forming a water lock. The water seal reduces the flow
between the units which are sealed by cracks, resulting in a decrease in gas production,
while the water lock locks the gas inside each unit, further reducing gas production. In
China, conventional proven reserves of natural gas generally occur in highly heterogeneous
reservoirs with low porosity. More than 70% of domestic gas reservoirs are significantly
affected by non-uniform water invasion, which leads to shortening of the stable production
period and reduced oil recovery. Understanding of water intrusion mechanisms is the
theoretical basis for improving oil recovery in water intrusion gas reservoirs. At present,
the understanding of this water invasion mechanism is mainly qualitative. However, it is
difficult to quantitatively describe and predict the non-uniform water invasion character-
istics in a gas reservoir due to the influence of reservoir heterogeneity and elastic energy
differences at different pressure stages during the development process. At the same time,
it is difficult to quantitatively characterize the formation conditions of macroscopic water
seal and microscopic water lock during gas reservoir development. Therefore, the author
believes that the best future research direction is to combine core flow experiments with
digital core flow simulation, so as to reveal the formation mechanism of gas reservoir water
locks and water seals, to quantitatively evaluate the relationship between gas phase flow
pressure difference of different types of reservoirs and saturation and thickness of the
water-bearing area, and to establish a critical condition identification chart for gas reservoir
water lock and gas seal formation, so as to provide theoretical guidance for early warning
of water invasion in gas reservoirs.

4. Development Countermeasures of Fractured-Porous Water-Bearing Gas Reservoirs

There are three stages in the development of gas reservoirs with water: the water-free
gas production period, gas production period with water and gas production period with
water withdrawal. A large number of production practices have proved that the water-free
gas production period is superior to thegas production period with water, where gas well
production is relatively stable, and accumulated gas production is large [81]. In order
to improve the recovery of a water-bearing gas reservoir, in the process of gas reservoir
development all waterproof invasion and drainage measures should be taken to make
full use of formation energy, optimize production performance and drainage methods,
and avoid water invasion forming water seals and water locks, in order to prolong the
anhydrous gas production stage, the period of self-injection gas production and the period
of validity of the measures taken in gas wells, to effectively reduce production costs
and improve development efficiency. In view of the fractured-porous water-bearing gas
reservoir, based on this understanding of water invasion mechanisms, the author suggests
that the influence of water invasion can be mitigated and controlled with relation to the
following aspects:

(1) Controlling water to produce gas. Water-controlled gas production [82] has to
take measures before the deployment of gas wells and during the period of water-free
gas production to prevent edge and bottom water from rushing into the gas zone. In the
deployment of gas wells for bottom water gas reservoirs, it is best to deploy gas producing
wells at the high part of the structure. During perforation, the height of water avoidance
should be raised away from the water body and the flow distance of water should be
extended. Horizontal wells or highly deviated wells should be drilled at the top to reduce
the production pressure difference and make the bottom water advance upwards uniformly.
For gas reservoirs with edge water, a non-uniform well pattern is adopted to reduce the
pressure of the edge gas well and make the edge water advance evenly and horizontally.
When the gas well is put into production, a reasonable production rate should be set and
adjusted regularly in the anhydrous gas production period, so as to control the production
pressure difference, slow down the water invasion rate, and make the gas-water interface
advance evenly. It can not only make use of the formation water to advance reasonably,
but also can avoid this water bursting along the fracture and forming a water seal, so as to
ensure maximum anhydrous gas production.
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(2) Gas well production with water withdrawal means that, when the water has
broken through in the gas wells, it uses the water-producing gas well for active drainage to
consume water energy, control water invasion by reducing the pressure difference between
gas area and water area, and delay the advance of edge water and bottom water to adjust
the advancing speed of the gas-water boundary, reducing the pressure of the water seal
area, avoiding the acceleration of water invasion, reducing gas well abandonment pressure,
effectively preventing premature water flooding of the gas reservoir, and achieving the
purpose of improving the recovery of the gas reservoir. This is a more active method
in dealing with the harm caused by the water outflow of the gas reservoir, a feasible
measure based on development performance, and the main method for the exploitation of
a fractured-porous gas reservoir. The combination of reducing the gas recovery rate and
production with water withdrawal not only makes full use of formation energy, but also
ensures the uniform advance of the gas–water interface.

(3) Dissolving water seals and water locks caused by water invasion in the reservoir.
This is mainly through the injection of gas (CO2 or N2) [83–89] into the formation to
pass through the isolated gas area sealed by the water, forming flow channels again, and
reducing the flow resistance of natural gas. Gas can enter the low permeability layer
that water cannot; moreover, due to its compressibility and expansion, gas plays a role in
plugging, assisting drainage, displacement, and gas lift when energy is released, which
helps to overcome the constraint of capillary force, thus discharging reverse osmotic water
and reducing the water locking effect [90–93]. When N2, which is twice the volume
of water-flooded pore, was injected into the Medvezhye giant gas field in Russia for
13 consecutive years, 60% of the water-sealed gas was converted to free gas [94,95]. Of
course, CO2 or N2 can also be partially dissolved in water under formation conditions, and
studies have shown that the solubility of CO2 or N2 increases as the pressure increases,
the concentration of NaCl in the aqueous phase decreases. Or the temperature decreases,
and the solubility of CO2 is higher than N2 under the same conditions [96]. Therefore,
further research is needed to determine which gas or gas mixture is more effective when
injected in formation conditions. In addition to gas injection, methods such as annotating
water locking agents [97–101] (surfactants, alcohols, ethers, acids, inorganic salts, etc.),
acidifying the formation [91], injecting dry gas or preheating the formation by microwave
heating [102] can also be used.

(4) Injecting gas to replenish energy. The principle of injection-production balance is
used to replenish energy by injecting gas into the low-pressure free gas area and restoring
gas well productivity so as to improve gas reservoir recovery.

There are some theoretical and numerical simulation studies [103–107] on the de-
velopment strategies of the four water-bearing gas reservoirs above, but there are few
experimental studies [84–89]. Therefore, on the basis of understanding the mechanisms
and laws of water invasion, the next step in research on water-bearing gas reservoirs is to
verify and optimize the development strategies of water-bearing gas reservoirs through
physical simulation experiments.

5. Conclusions and Prospects

(1) Current research on water invasion mechanisms and new experimental techniques
have limitations, i.e., how to truly simulate the structure of the gas reservoir, edge-bottom
water distribution and the high temperature and high pressure environment, on the basis
of a fine geological model, combined with the features of well pattern deployment and
exploitation of the gas reservoir, in order to establish a more realistic three-dimensional
physical model, giving full consideration to the difference between water along the lateral
and longitudinal invasion, and real-time access to the dynamic parameters such as pressure
and water saturation field of the model; these will be the difficulties that need to be
overcome in the next step.

(2) When water invasion occurs in a fractured-porous gas reservoir, water first rushes
along the larger fracture, resulting in gas in the reservoir being separated into several units
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by the fracture, and forming a water seal. After water invasion occurs in the big crack
with relatively high permeability, under the effect of capillary force the water in the big
fracture infiltrates into the matrix sealed by it. Because of the Jamin effect, the continuously
flowing gas will be broken up and some gas will be locked. At the same time, because
of the hydrophilic rock, the water will flow along the pore throat surface, and when the
water film is thickened and gathered continuously, it will lock some gas and form a water
lock. The production of the gas well is reduced by the macroscopic water sealing of the
reservoir and the microcosmic water locking of the matrix. The understanding of current
water invasion mechanisms is qualitative, and the future research direction is to combine
core flow experiments with digital core flow simulation, so as to reveal the formation
mechanism of gas reservoir water locking and gas reservoir water sealing, to quantitatively
evaluate the relationship between gas phase flow differential pressure of different types
of reservoirs and the water saturation and thickness of the water-bearing area, and to
establish a critical condition identification chart for gas reservoir water locks and gas seal
formation, so as to provide theoretical guidance for early warning of water invasion in
gas reservoirs.

(3) Based on the understanding of water invasion mechanisms, development coun-
termeasures for fractured-porous water-bearing gas reservoirs are put forward: water-
controlled gas production; gas well production with water withdrawal; dissolving water
seals and water locks; and injecting gas to replenish energy.
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